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Interferon-stimulated gene 20 kDa protein (ISG20) is a relatively understu-

died antiviral protein capable of inhibiting a broad spectrum of viruses.

ISG20 exhibits strong RNase properties, and it belongs to the large family

of DEDD exonucleases, present in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes.

ISG20 was initially characterized as having strong RNase activity in vitro,

suggesting that its inhibitory effects are mediated via direct degradation of

viral RNAs. This mechanism of action has since been further elucidated

and additional antiviral activities of ISG20 highlighted, including direct

degradation of deaminated viral DNA and translational inhibition of viral

RNA and nonself RNAs. This review focuses on the current understanding

of the main molecular mechanisms of viral inhibition by ISG20 and dis-

cusses the latest developments on the features that govern specificity or

resistance to its action.

A general canvas for the cellular
context of expression of ISG20

ISG20 is an exquisite interferon-regulated protein, and

as such, what follows is a very general introduction to

interferons (IFNs). The interferon system represents the

first line of response against microbial infections [1–3].
During infection, the cell recognizes pathogen-

associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) via pattern rec-

ognition receptors (PRRs). Recognition initiates signal-

ing cascades that converge onto several transcription

factors (IRF3, IRF7, NF-jB. . .) that migrate in the
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nucleus and lead to the synthesis of type I interferons

(IFN-I; IFNa/b). Contrary to more specialized inter-

ferons (i.e., types II and III, which are specific to

immune cells), IFN-Is are instrumental to induce a gen-

eralized antiviral state and to start innate immune

responses.

In humans, the IFN locus on human chromosome

9p contains 13 functional a genes (IFNa1, IFNa2,
IFNa4, IFNa5, IFNa6, IFNa7, IFNa8, IFNa10,
IFNa13, IFNa14, IFNa16, IFNa17, and IFNa21), one
b gene situated syntenically (IFNb1) [4,5], and three

more distantly related IFN genes (IFNe, IFNj, and

IFNx). Members of the IFN family exhibit from 30 to

80% sequence identity, and all are ligands for the cell

surface receptors IFNa receptor subunits 1 and 2

(IFNAR1/2). The ligand–receptor interaction leads to

the activation of the Janus kinase signal transducer

and activator of transcription (JAK-STAT) signaling

pathway and to the upregulation of several hundreds

of genes, referred to as interferon-stimulated genes

(ISGs). These genes exert numerous effects aimed at

blocking the microbe at multiple steps (entry into the

cell, RNA processing, translation, etc.) [4–6].
In a very simplified manner then, this innate defense

mechanism recognizes common features present in a

given class of pathogens (reverse transcription as a

blueprint for retroviruses, lipopolysaccharide for bacte-

ria, etc.) in cells that are compromised. Through the

rapid diffusion of signals (the IFNs), this leads to a

generalized antimicrobial cellular state in which cells

become more resistant to infection. This intrinsic cellu-

lar resistance is ultimately mediated by interferon-

sensitive genes (ISGs) that act at multiple layers to

inhibit pathogen replication either by directly targeting

it or by indirectly affecting cellular processes normally

required for its replication.

If the mechanism of action of some ISGs is well

described in the literature, the role of many others

remains either unknown or unclear.

Among ISGs that act as antiviral effectors and that

are thus thought to inhibit virus infection by directly

binding or altering one of their components is the

interferon-stimulated gene 20 kDa protein (ISG20),

also known as human estrogen-regulated transcript 45

protein (HEM45) [7,8]. ISG20 is the second RNase

described to be induced by the IFN system after RNase

L [9]. Despite the fact that initial studies reported a sim-

ple and direct explanation for viral inhibition by ISG20

(i.e., ISG20 directly degrades viral RNA thanks to its

RNase enzymatic properties) [10], the following studies

have somewhat complexified our view of how ISG20

may act. The following paragraphs will specifically

focus on the discovery of ISG20, on the mechanisms

that over the years have been ascribed to ISG20 and to

open questions that may help decorticate the antiviral

functions of this broad-spectrum antiviral factor.

A historical overview of the discovery
of ISG20

ISG20 was discovered in 1997 in Daudi cells as a new

interferon-regulated protein [7]. Later studies demon-

strated that ISG20 could be induced transcriptionally

by both type I (a/b) and type II (c) IFN through an

unique interferon-stimulated response element (ISRE)

present in its promoter region, under the control of the

IFN regulatory factor 1 (IRF1) [11–13]. Despite being

clearly upregulated by IFNs, ISG20 exhibits also vari-

able expression levels at the basal state in several cell

types under the control of different transcription factor,

as the specificity protein 1 (SP-1) or the upstream stim-

ulatory factor 1 (USF-1), so that ISG20 could have a

physiological impact on cellular functions also in the

absence of ongoing interferon responses [11]. Indepen-

dently from the study of Gongora et al, ISG20 was

identified as a human estrogen-regulated transcript

(HEM45) in breast cancer cell lines [8], hence its double

name ISG20/HEM45. Several reports suggest a link

between the tumorigenic process and ISG20 [14–17],
although the exact mechanism through which ISG20

could influence this process remains unclear [18–20].
In humans, isg20 is located on the chromosome

15q26.1 and codes for a 181 amino acid protein

[10,21]. Humans code for two additional proteins bear-

ing high homology with ISG20: the interferon-

stimulated exonuclease gene 20 kDa-like 1 and 2

(ISG20L1 and ISG20L2, which share 53 and 48%

identity with ISG20, respectively) (Fig. 1A). isg20l1

lays just next to isg20 and has been involved in apo-

ptosis, hence its name of apoptosis-enhancing nuclease

(AEN), while isg20l2 is located on chromosome 1q23.1

and has been involved in ribosome biogenesis. At this

time, neither ISG20L1 nor ISG20L2 has been reported

to possess antiviral activities [22–24].

ISG20, a member of the DnaQ-like (or
DEDD) 3’-5’ exonuclease domain
superfamily

The DEDD superfamily of 3’-exonucleases includes a

large number of prokaryotic and eukaryotic enzymes

that cleave one at a time from the 3’-RNA and/or

DNA terminus [25]. Exoribonucleases of this family

can be autonomous enzymes or integrated into larger

replicative complexes, supporting, for example, the

proofreading functions of DNA polymerases, of DNA
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repair enzymes, or of RNA maturation and turnover

complexes [26]. The architecture of DEDD exonucle-

ases is as conserved as their mechanism of catalysis:

The catalytic site is composed of four conserved acidic

amino acid residues (Asp-Glu-Asp-Asp) distributed

within three exonuclease motifs named ExoI, ExoII,

and ExoIII [27,28]. These residues coordinate the two

metal ions responsible for the hydrolysis of the last

phosphodiester bond of RNA or DNA. Furthermore,

the superfamily is subdivided into two major groups,

DEDDh and DEDDy, according to the presence of a

fifth highly conserved residue within the ExoIII motif,

which can be either a histidine (H) or tyrosine (Y) [27]

(Fig. 1B). The role of these alternative residues in cat-

alytic activity or substrate binding is still unclear.

ISG20 belongs to the DEDDh subgroup of 3’ to 5’

exonucleases as a large number of independent RNases

such as the ribonuclease T and D, the three prime

repair exonuclease 1 (TREX1), or the yeast RNA exo-

nuclease 4 homolog (REX4) (Fig. 1B). Because of the

conservation of their basic fold and active site,

DEDDh exonucleases have divergent substrate-binding

sites due to their different substrate preferences. ISG20

degrades single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) and DNA

(ssDNA) in vitro with a strong preference for RNA

[10]. The crystal structure of ISG20 complexed with

two manganese (Mn) ions and uridine 5’-

monophosphate (UMP) has been solved at 1.9 �A of

resolution [29](PDB:1WLJ). In this structure, a five-

stranded b-sheet core is surrounded by two clusters of

a-helices: a3, a4 and a1, a2, a5, a7 (Fig. 1C). Within

the active site, the Asp11, Glu13, and Asp154 coordi-

nate MnA, while MnB is coordinated directly by

Asp11 and indirectly through water molecules by

(A) (B)

(C)

(D)

Fig. 1. ISG20 belongs to the conserved group of DEDDh exonuclease. (A) Schematic structures of ISG20 and its human homologs. Critical

DEDD residues and the h amino acid that defines the proteins’ nucleic acid specificity are indicated (bold and not bold, respectively, with

relative amino acid position on protein). (B) Alignment of a selection of proteins belonging to the DEDDy or DEDDh groups of the DEDD

superfamily. DEDD residues are shown in red, while specific h or y amino acids are shown in green. (C) Crystal structure of human ISG20

in complex with two manganese (Mn) ions and uridine 5’-monophosphate (UMP) ([29]; PDB:1WLJ). ExoI, ExoII, and ExoIII domains are

respectively in yellow, red, and blue. UMP is in stick representation in green, and Mn ions are depicted as pink spheres. The inset on the

left shows a stereo view of the interaction of UMP and the two Mn ions with the residues of the active site represented in sticks. (D) The

secondary structure of HBV e RNA: The basal stem is in black, the following bulge in red, the upper stem in gray, and the terminal hexaloop

in blue. On the left is depicted the NMD structure of the e RNA that has been recently solved ([34]; PDB:6VAR).
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Asp94 (Fig. 1C, adapted from Horio et al. [29],

PDB:1WLJ). Only the Mn2+ showed stimulatory

effects on ISG20 activity, whereas other bivalent cat-

ions such Mg2+, Ca2+, or Zn2+ did not [10]. Impor-

tantly, the conserved His149 interacts with the O2P of

the UMP phosphate group, suggesting that this residue

cannot be responsible for the preference shown by

ISG20 for ssRNA to ssDNA [10,29]. This preference

might be exerted by Met14 and Arg53 (Fig. 1C),

because they directly interact with the ribose 20-OH

group of the UMP [10,29]. However, deeper muta-

tional analyses or the structure of RNA-bound ISG20

are needed to better understand the molecular bases of

ISG20 preference for RNA substrates. Furthermore,

concerning the enzymatic mechanism, whether ISG20

acts as a processive or a distributive enzyme has also

not been properly investigated so far.

While the purified ISG20, free from any cellular

interactor, cleaves essentially ssRNA in vitro, the 3’-

structured substrates are likely resistant [10,30]. This

resistance has been well characterized in the case of

the hepatitis B virus (HBV) RNA encapsidation signal

called epsilon (e) [30,31]. The e RNA is located near

the 5’ end of the HBV pregenomic RNA, and it

exhibits a long 13-bp basal stem followed by a 6-nt

bulge region also called priming loop, a 11-bp upper

stem and a terminal hexaloop [32,33] (Fig. 1D). The

first full-length structure of HBV e RNA has been

recently solved using solution nuclear magnetic reso-

nance (NMR) spectroscopy [34] (PDB:6VAR;

Fig. 1D). This structure is of interest in light of the

fact that the specific binding of ISG20 to the HBV e
RNA takes place at the level of the lower stem, in a

manner independent of the bulge sequence but depen-

dent of the stem length. More than nine RNA base

pairs of e lower stem seem to be necessary for stable

ISG20:e interaction. Despite this efficient binding,

ISG20 was not able to cleave e RNA substrate [30].

Interestingly, a C-terminal truncated version of ISG20,

with the ExoIII motif deleted, has been shown to abol-

ish RNA binding [30]. This suggests that ExoIII could

harbor the RNA-binding domain or, alternatively, that

the coordination of the MnA by Asp154 is critic for

RNA interaction (Fig. 1C).

Recently, a strong exonuclease activity of ISG20

has been reported on deoxyuridine-containing

ssDNA. This finding is of interest because

deoxyuridine-containing DNA is the result of the

editing activity of a second important antiviral fac-

tor, the human apolipoprotein B mRNA-editing cat-

alytic polypeptide-like 3A protein (APOBEC3A; in

this case, the hepatitis B virus, HBV, and more gen-

erally of all members of this family) that deaminates

cytosines on viral genomes [35]. This activity is of

interest because it connects the concerted action of

two antiviral factors in the mutagenesis and degrada-

tion of viral genomes, as we will discuss more exten-

sively below.

Virus inhibition by ISG20

In light of its exquisite activity against RNA, it is per-

haps not surprising, although simplistic, that ISG20

has been described to interfere with the replication of

a large spectrum of RNA viruses. This list ranges from

negative- or positive-strand RNA viruses such as

Rhabdoviridae or Flaviviridae (for instance, the vesicu-

lar stomatitis virus, VSV, or the hepatitis C virus,

HCV) to Retroviridae such as the human immunodefi-

ciency type 1 virus (HIV-1), the genome of which is

reverse-transcribed from a single-stranded RNA to

double-stranded DNA [36–39] (for an exhaustive list,

Table 1).

From a very schematic manner, negative- and

positive-strand RNA viruses undergo an obligatory

step of antigenomic RNA synthesis that leads to viral

RNA amplification, translation of viral proteins, and

ultimately the formation of novel virion particles (as

schematically presented in Fig. 2A). The first round of

viral translation, which is key to ensure the RNA

amplification cycle, occurs either directly from the viral

genome in the case of positive-strand RNA viruses or

after pioneer transcription in the case of the negative-

strand ones. The replication cycle of the viral genome

is instead quite distinct in the case of Retroviridae and

Hepadnaviridae that undergo a reverse transcription

phase that leads to the formation of linear or circular

DNA (Fig. 2B). These nucleic acids are first trans-

ported into the nucleus of host cells and then tran-

scribed with the concourse of viral components,

similar to cellular genes. In this case therefore, genome

amplification is promoted by viral-coded proteins, but

is essentially assured by the cellular transcription

machinery, and only RNAs of positive polarity are

produced during infection [40,41]. Of note, antigenome

RNA transcription has been reported for some retrovi-

ruses, but the role of these transcripts is either unclear

or transcriptional regulation [42,43].

Even through the lenses of this simplified view of

their mechanisms of replication, it is difficult to recon-

cile a single mechanism of inhibition based on the

direct degradation of viral RNA against such diverse

viruses. Indeed, while most RNA viruses targeted by

ISG20 carry out their replication cycle entirely in the

cell cytoplasm, some, as Orthomyxoviridae, replicate in

the nucleus [44–47]. Also replicating away from the
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Table 1. Virus susceptibility to ISG20 inhibition and known modifications of viral RNAs.

ISG20 inhibition

(Refs.)

Known viral RNA features

7mG cap

(cap 1) Epitranscr. Modif.

Poly(A)

tail Refs.

Negative-polarity RNA viruses

Orthomyxoviridae

Influenza A virus (IAV)

Yes; [37,96] Yes Cap-

snatching

m6A Yes [97,98]

Peribunyaviridae

Bunyamwera (BUNV)

Cache Valley virus (CVV)

Kairi virus (KRIV)

Oropouche virus (OROV)

Schmallenberg virus (SBV)

Batama virus (BMAV)

Boraceia virus (BORV)

Tacaiuma virus (TCMV)

Anopheles A virus (ANAV)

Capim virus (CAPV)

Yes; [80] Yes Cap-

snatching

ND No [99,100]

No; [80]

Hantaviridae

Puumala virus (PUUV)

Yes; [80]

Nairoviridae

Dugbe virus (DUGV)

Phenuiviridae

Rift Valley fever virus (RVFV)

Severe fever with thrombocytopenia syndrome virus

(SFTSV)

Heartland virus (HRTV)

No; [80]

Rhabdoviridae

Vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV)

Yes; [37,39] Yes m6A Yes [101–103]

Positive-polarity RNA viruses

Flaviviridae

Hepatitis C virus (HCV)

Bovine viral diarrhea virus (BVDV)

West Nile virus (WNV)

Dengue virus (DENV)

Yellow fever virus (YFV)

Zika virus (ZIKV)

Yes;

[24,104,105]

No m6A, m5C, w, m1A, I No [89,106–

109]

Yes; [24] ND No [107,110]

Yes; [38] Yes m6A (WNV)

m6A, m5C, w, m1A,

I (DENV)

No [89,108,111

–115]

Yes; [24] m6A, I

Yes; [93] m6A, m5C, w, m1A

Picornaviridae

Hepatitis A virus HAV

Encephalomyocarditis virus (ECMV)

Yes; [24,37] No ND Yes [116–118]

Togaviridae

Sindbis virus (SINV)

Chikungunya virus (CHIKV)

Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus (VEEV)

Yes; [12,119] No

Cap 0*

ND Yes [120,121]

Coronaviridae

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-

CoV-1) and SARS-CoV-2

No (1); [24]

Yes (2); [122]

Yes ND m6A (SARS-CoV-

2)

Yes [123–125]

Viruses containing retroelements

Retroviridae

Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1)

Yes;

[36,126,127]

Yes m6A, m5C, w, m1A, I Yes [108,128–

131]

Hepadnaviridae

Hepatitis B virus (HBV)

Yes;

[21,132,133]

Yes m6A Yes [50,133–

135]

Virus families are indicated in bold.

*Cap 0: m7GpppNp. Di- and trimethylated caps have also been described (m2,7G- and m2,2,7G-caps in the case of SINV). ND, not

determined.
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cell cytoplasm are Retroviridae and Hepadnaviridae,

the viral RNAs of which are transcribed in the cell

nucleus as bona fide cellular mRNAs, endowed with a

5’ cap (7-methylguanylate, m7G) and a 3’ poly A tail.

How can this enzyme distinguish between cellular

and viral RNAs? One possible hypothesis would be

that ISG20 is capable of discriminating RNAs based

on specific features present, absent, or differentially

present in one versus the other RNA species, as, for

example, epitranscriptomic modifications, 5’ cap, or

poly A tails. However, while some of the viruses tar-

geted by ISG20 lack some of these canonical features

present on cellular RNAs, other viruses do possess

them (Table 1). As such, the exact mechanism through

which ISG20 identifies its RNA targets remains

unclear.

At present, the results obtained and confirmed by

numerous laboratories concur in three experimental

evidences: ISG20 behaves as a potent RNase in vitro;

this enzyme inhibits the replication of numerous

viruses and its enzymatic activity is key for this prop-

erty, given that a single point mutation that disrupts

the catalytic site of ISG20 both abolishes its ability to

degrade RNA in vitro and impairs its antiviral behav-

ior. The explanation of how this behavior underlines

the antiviral mechanism of action of ISG20 is still a

matter of debate, and currently, four models have been

proposed: two in which ISG20 directly degrades its

viral target and two in which ISG20 blocks the trans-

lation from viral RNA without degrading them. Given

that the RNase activity of ISG20 remains nonetheless

important for this translational block, it follows that

ISG20 must target a cellular RNA, whose identity

remains, however, unknown.

Mechanism 1: direct viral RNA
degradation

The first model proposed on the basis of the experi-

mental evidence described above was that ISG20

directly degraded viral RNA [30,36,37,48,49] (Fig. 3).

Indeed, the expression of ISG20 led to lower accumu-

lation of viral RNA and synthetic viral RNA mimics

were also efficiently degraded in vitro.

In addition to the fact that the direct binding of WT

ISG20 to viral RNA has not been formally demon-

strated in cells, the major caveat of this model is that

it fails to provide the basis through which ISG20 can

distinguish viral from cellular RNA substrates. Indeed,

ISG20 is capable of degrading most ssRNA in vitro

[10,29], not just viral substrates so that the question of

how ISG20 spares cellular RNAs remains unad-

dressed. At present, a single study reported the specific

binding of ISG20 to the adenosine-methylated (m6A,

adenosine in position 1907) form of the epsilon struc-

ture of the HBV RNA (e), a particular stem–loop
structure and unique site for m6A modification on the

HBV transcripts (or two sites within two identical e in

5’ or 3’ ends for the pregenomic RNA) [50]. However,

the association between ISG20 and this methylated

viral RNA
genome

complementary
viral RNA strand

viral protein translation
(positive-strand
RNAviruses)

amplification cycle

viral protein translation
(negative-strand

RNAviruses)

viral RNA
genome

double-stranded
linear viral DNA

viral RNA

relaxed-circular
DNA (rcDNA)

viral RNA

Retroviridae Hepadnaviridae

RNA VIRUSES REVERSE TRANSCRIPTION-COMPETENT VIRUSES

amplification (i.e.
transcription)

covalently-closed circular
DNA (cccDNA)

viral protein
translation

(A) (B)

Fig. 2. Strategies for viral genome

amplification used by viruses reported to

be inhibited by ISG20. (A) Simplified

overview of the RNA amplification cycle

used by positive- and negative-strand RNA

viruses. Upon entry, the RNA genome of

positive-strand RNA viruses is translated

into viral proteins that promote synthesis

of the complementary RNA strand and

ensure the amplification cycle. In the case

of the latter instead, a first round of

pioneer RNA synthesis is needed to

ensure the first round of viral protein

translation. (B) Schematic overview of the

strategy used by Retroviridae and

Hepadnaviridae to replicate through an

intermediate reverse transcription step. In

this case, viral RNA is amplified through

transcription of RNAs of positive polarity in

the cell nucleus, a process that co-opts

the cellular RNA polymerase II.
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structure was mediated through a direct protein–pro-
tein interaction with the m6A reader YTH-domain

family 2 (YTHDF2). Given the extent of the m6A

modifications on cellular mRNAs [51], it is difficult to

envision how YTHDF2 binding, alone, could help

ISG20 discriminate between cellular and viral mRNAs.

However, this finding is of interest because it raises the

possibility that ISG20 connects with the complex epi-

transcriptomic machinery, perhaps in combination

with other RNA features as, for instance, the polyA

tail or the 5’ cap. The heterogeneous modifications

and variable presence of these modifications among

the large panel of viruses targeted by ISG20 do not

allow for the moment the identification of a unique

feature driving susceptibility or resistance to ISG20.

Mechanism number 2. Direct
degradation of deaminated viral DNA

While the activity of ISG20 on ssDNA is generally

lower when compared to ssRNA in vitro, a recent

study indicated that it could be increased in the pres-

ence of deoxyuridines (dU) [35]. In so doing, the

authors of the study proposed an interesting model of

cooperativity between two cellular antiviral factors

against HBV, connecting the cytosine deamination

activity of the apolipoprotein B mRNA-editing enzyme

catalytic subunit 3A (APOBEC3A) to the ensuing deg-

radative activity of ISG20.

Members of the APOBEC3 family (A through H in

humans) are prototype antiviral factors well studied in

the context of retroviral infection [52,53]. In this case,

APOBEC3s are incorporated into virion particles and

act during the process of reverse transcription in the

cytoplasm of target cells by deaminating cytosines in

the first strand of reverse-transcribed viral DNA (the

negative-strand). As a result, deaminated C > U sites

are misread when this strand is used as a template for

the synthesis of the second strand (the positive-strand)

resulting in G-to-A mutations along the viral genome.

For this family of viruses, the extent of accumulation

of deleterious mutations along the viral genome (stop

codons, mutations with negative effect on the protein

functionality, etc.) can be so considerable that viral

replication is severely impaired in a mechanism that

has been referred to as death by mutagenesis [53,54].

The mechanism of cytosine deamination described

here in the case of HBV is distinct from the one of

Retroviridae: first because it occurs in the nucleus and

is carried out by APOBEC3A, which is together with

APOBEC3B, the sole nuclear APOBEC3 member; and

second, because it is carried out on double-stranded

covalently closed circular DNA (cccDNA) [55]. Its

outcome is therefore not the introduction of mutations

Direct viral RNA 
degradation

?

IFIT1edited DNA

Direct degradation of 
deaminated viral DNA

IFN induction and IFIT1-
mediated translation inhibition

viral 
RNA

ISG20

mRNA
transcription

covalently-closed
circular DNA

APOBEC3A
IFN 

induction

Translation inhibition of non-self
RNAs in the absence of IFN 

induction

?

RNA
DNA
edited DNA

ISG20

WT or altered
ribosome

IFIT1

WT ribosome

altered ribosome

LEGEND

Fig. 3. Proposed mechanisms of viral inhibition by ISG20. The figure presents the four models of action that have been ascribed to ISG20.

From left to right, in the first two models ISG20 has been proposed to directly degrade viral nucleic acid in its RNA or deaminated DNA

forms (models 1 and 2, respectively). In models 3 and 4, ISG20 has been proposed to inhibit viral translation but not to promote direct viral

RNA degradation. In model 3, translation inhibition is promoted through an unknown mechanism by ISG20 by the induction of IFN and more

specifically of IFIT1, a well-known translation inhibitor that targets viral RNAs devoid of a proper 5’ cap. In model 4, translation inhibition

occurs independently from IFN induction and results in a defect in translation efficiency, likely due to the direct modification of the

translation machinery. Also, in this case, the identity of the targeted RNAs remains unknown.
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in the viral genome, but rather the stamping of viral

DNA for ISG20-mediated degradation [35]. Given that

APOBEC3 proteins require a single-strand DNA inter-

mediate to act [56,57], it is likely that APOBEC3A acts

on transcriptionally active cccDNA in which the tran-

scription machinery opens up the double-stranded

DNA (Fig. 3).

As said before, this mechanism of action is of inter-

est because it models the concerted action of two anti-

viral factors. Several questions remain, however,

unaddressed around the specificity of action of ISG20.

First, the major enzymatic functions of ISG20 are

directed against RNA, and second, most DNA viruses

do replicate in the nucleus, but for the most part seem

resistant to ISG20 [37,39]. It will be therefore impor-

tant to understand how these viruses avoid the com-

bined action of APOBEC3A-ISG20. The restricted

pattern of expression of APOBEC3A to cells of the

myeloid lineage could provide a first line of specificity

to the action of ISG20 [58], but certainly cannot

explain it alone. Third and more importantly, the cel-

lular genome is constantly exposed to spontaneous

deamination [59,60]. It will be thus imperative to

determine how the cellular genome protects itself from

ISG20.

Mechanism 3: IFN induction and IFIT1-
mediated translation inhibition of viral
RNA

For most highly replicating RNA viruses, the first

round of translation of viral proteins is capital to

ensure viral RNA amplification. As such, an alterna-

tive explanation for the lower accumulation of viral

RNA observed in numerous studies in the presence of

ISG20 could be an inhibitory effect of the first round

of viral translation, which would severely undermine

the extent of viral RNA amplification.

Translation inhibition has been reported in mouse

embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) overexpressing the

murine ISG20 (mISG20) that shares 82% identity with

human ISG20 (Fig. 3). In this study and in agreement

with other studies, the authors found that ISG20-

mediated inhibition of the chikungunya virus

(CHIKV) or Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus

(VEEV) did not involve the degradation of viral

RNAs, but rather the inhibition of translation of viral

proteins [12]. Interestingly, translation inhibition was

indirectly due to the stimulation of IFN-I responses

and more specifically to the expression of the

interferon-induced protein with tetratricopeptide 1

(IFIT1), a well-known translation suppressor protein

that targets uncapped viral RNAs [12,61,62]. In this

model therefore, ISG20 inhibits viral translation indi-

rectly through the induction of an IFN response and

IFIT1. Despite the fact that a later study failed to con-

firm IFN and IFIT1 induction by ISG20 [39], this

study opens up the possibility that ISG20 can drive

larger responses besides direct viral inhibition.

This model leaves for the moment unanswered two

major questions. First, ISG20 is itself an IFN-

regulated protein so that its reported induction of IFN

would necessarily occur in an environment already

primed by IFN. As such, either ISG20 acts as a posi-

tive regulator to potentiate or sustain IFN responses

over time (perhaps by processing viral RNAs as RNa-

seL), or this mechanism is restricted to cell types in

which ISG20 expression is induced by other signals,

as, for example, estrogens. Second, this model does

not explain the broad mechanism of viral inhibition of

ISG20, as the spectrum of viruses inhibited by ISG20

is larger than those targeted by IFIT1 and it extends

to viruses with a cellular-like m7G-5’ cap. Importantly,

given that the exonuclease activity of ISG20 is impor-

tant for this behavior, the identity of the RNAs (cellu-

lar or viral) targeted by ISG20 to induce IFN

responses remains to be identified.

Mechanism 4: Translation inhibition of nonself

RNAs in the absence of IFN induction. This mecha-

nism was proposed recently by our laboratory follow-

ing experimental observations that ISG20 exerted a

strong impairment in the translation of viral proteins

following VSV infection in spite of a very mild

decrease in viral RNAs (Fig. 3) and in the absence of

IFN-I or IFIT1 induction [39].

Interestingly, a similar behavior could be reproduced

upon ectopic transfection of plasmid DNAs indepen-

dently from the nature of the reporter gene examined

(i.e., cellular or viral, spliced or unspliced). On the

contrary, ISG20 had no effect when this exact reporter

cassette was stably integrated into the host genome.

Translation inhibition was independent from initia-

tion factors as it affected equally reporter genes under

the control of the cricket paralysis virus (CrPV) 5’-

untranslated region that drives initiation of factorless

translation [63]. Interestingly, the suppressive effects of

ISG20 were accompanied by its partial recruitment to

cytoplasmic processing bodies (P bodies), important

and dynamic sites of RNA metabolism [64], although

it was not possible to determine whether this associa-

tion was causal or secondary to the translational block

itself [39].

VSV infection and transient DNA transfection do

not share many features in common. However, they

both represent the massive flooding of the cell with

nonself genetic material, and in both cases, the process
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of cellular translation is largely redirected toward a

single (in the case of ectopic DNA transfection) or a

narrow set (in the case of viral infection) of RNA

transcripts, a situation that is unusual for the cell and

often associated with viral infection.

Given the absence of target RNA degradation, but

in light of the importance of an intact RNase activity,

we proposed that ISG20 could affect cellular transla-

tion by degrading a cellular RNA substrate, which

affected proportionally the most actively translated

RNAs, working as a threshold translational controller.

This model is of interest because it is relatively inde-

pendent from a single RNA feature. However, it can

be influenced by all of them and in particular by the

extent of epitranscriptomic modifications that are

added cotranscriptionally and thus depend on the

chromatin status of the target gene.

In this respect, rRNAs and small nucleolar RNAs

(rRNAs and snoRNAs, respectively) represent interest-

ing potential targets with which ISG20 could alter the

overall translational abilities of the cell. snoRNAs are

small nonprotein coding RNAs (60-300 nt) involved in

a number of physiological processes among the post-

translational modification of rRNAs, process in which

they guide the methylase fibrillarin on specific sites of

rRNAs promoting 2’-O-methylation modifications

[65,66]. The weight of these modifications in the activ-

ity of ribosomes remains to be fully apprehended.

However, an increasing number of reports support the

notion that specialized subsets of ribosomes are

formed in response to certain stimuli [67–69], and in

this context, ISG20 could promote the formation of

specialized pools of ribosomes, thus influencing the

translational capacity of the cell.

This model would accommodate inhibition of a

broad spectrum of viruses targeted by ISG20 accord-

ing to a single mechanism of action. However, also in

this case the identity of the RNAs targeted by ISG20

remains unidentified.

Open question 1: the intracellular
whereabouts of ISG20

The intracellular distribution of IGS20 has not been

the subject of intense studies so far. Its small size

(around 20 kDa) allows it to be fairly well distributed

in both cell cytoplasm and nucleus. A subtler localiza-

tion of ISG20 has been described upon strong deter-

gent permeabilization in promyelocytic leukemia

(PML) bodies, nucleolus, and Cajal bodies [7,70].

PML bodies are involved in several physiological pro-

cesses including antiviral responses, and they are often

disrupted by viral infection [71–73]. Instead, nucleolus

and CB are sites of formation and processing of rRNA

and small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs). An

extensive literature exists on these discrete nuclear

bodies, and the reader is invited to read some of the

following reviews [74–78]. In light of the association of

a fraction of ISG20 with these structures, it is thus

possible that ISG20 is involved in small nuclear RNA

(snRNA) and rRNA biogenesis and/or maturation

[70], although this would support an indirect mecha-

nism of viral inhibition by ISG20, rather than a direct

one.

In the case of translation inhibition, our laboratory

also reported that a fraction of cytoplasmic ISG20

could migrate (or induce) processing bodies (P bodies),

which are cytoplasmic membraneless compartments

involved in RNA decay and/or control of translation

by RNA storage [39,79], in line with their effect in

translation inhibition.

However, the dynamics of ISG20 and an extensive

characterization of its intracellular distribution during

homeostasis or during the context of infection are cru-

elly lacking and this may yield important clues as to

the mechanisms of inhibition of ISG20. For instance,

with few exceptions [39], a single mutant is often used

in several studies (D94, or similar mutations in the

DEDD residues), but the use of additional mutants

could extend our comprehension of the links between

cellular localization of ISG20 and its antiviral activi-

ties. Similarly, although ISG20 is distributed in both

cell cytoplasm and nucleus it is unclear whether traf-

ficking between one and the other location is impor-

tant for the antiviral activity. Certainly, this will be an

interesting area of investigation for future studies.

Open question 2: the specificity
determinants of ISG20

While a large number of viruses are susceptible to the

action of ISG20, several remain resistant to it. This

includes not only DNA viruses such as adenoviruses

or the Epstein–Barr virus but also RNA viruses such

as several, although not all, members of Phenuiviridae

[80], as well as SARS-CoV [24]. in vitro -driven evolu-

tion toward resistance to ISG20 in Bunyamwera

orthobunyavirus (BUNV), prototype virus of Peribu-

nyaviridae family, has led to interesting hints about the

determinants that may modulate susceptibility and

resistance to this restriction factors [80]. Several muta-

tions were indeed identified in BUNVs that adapted to

replicate in the presence of ISG20 expression. These

mutations occurred in the three segments of the viral

genome (short (S), large (L), and medium (M)).

Despite the fact that mutations in the different genome
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segments exhibited unequal contributions to the extent

of viral replication likely due to their respective roles

in this process, adaptive mutations were observed in

potential structural RNA elements (mutations outside

open reading frames, ORFs), as well as in the N and

NSs proteins. Although the relative contribution of

these mutations to ISG20 resistance has not been fur-

ther dissected, these results indicate that both RNA-

binding proteins as the viral N protein and cis-acting

elements on the viral RNA may influence susceptibility

to ISG20.

Viral proteins may indeed, as cellular proteins,

shield viral RNAs from the degradative action of

ISG20, and similarly, particular stem–loop structures

may also protect RNA, as ISG20 displays no reported

activity against double-stranded RNA. In this respect,

the RNA of bunyaviruses is not polyadenylated, but

contains a conserved 3’ stem–loop structure that may

be important to mediate the resistance of some,

although not all, members of this viral order.

In addition to the already-mentioned 5’-cap and

poly(A) tail in the 3’ end, cellular mRNAs are also

heavily modified either cotranscriptionally or shortly

after transcription by the addition of the following

modifications: ribose 2’-O-methylation, pseudouridine,

inosine, m6A, and 5-methylcytosine (Fig. 4). Collec-

tively, these dynamic modifications are referred to as

epitranscriptomic modifications and are involved in all

aspects of the RNA biology, such as stability or effi-

ciency of translation [81,82], aspects that they influence

either directly or indirectly through the recruitment of

a large number of cellular proteins [83,84]. Readers are

invited to read the following reviews for a more com-

plete overview of epitranscriptomic modifications [84–
88].

These modifications are mentioned here because an

increasing number of reports indicate that viruses

themselves can hijack these processes to their advan-

tage to modulate the metabolism of their own RNAs,

in addition to negative impact cellular defenses [89–
91]. It is for the moment unclear whether the activity

of ISG20 can be altered by the variety or the abun-

dance of specific epitranscriptomic marks, because

exhaustive studies of all these modifications in the con-

text of specific viruses are lacking (Table 1).

However, we can hypothesize that the extent and or

abundance of epitranscriptomic marks in a given RNA

could modulate either directly or indirectly through

epitranscriptomic modifications Structural features

AAAAAAA
polyA tail

stem-loop

RNA binding proteins

I

m1A

m6A

m5C

m7G
Fig. 4. Features expected to modulate

RNA susceptibility to ISG20. Intrinsic

features of the RNA as poly A tail or

secondary structures, as well as

epitranscriptomic modifications that may in

principle affect susceptibility to ISG20. The

RNA-binding proteins that can dock on the

RNA as a consequence of these

modifications are not shown for simplicity.

m6A: N6-methyladenosine, m5C: 5-

methylcytosine, m7G: N7-

methylguanosine, I: inosine, w:

pseudouridine, m1A: N1-methyladenosine.
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RNA-binding proteins the action of ISG20. The

weight of these modifications in the antiviral functions

of ISG20 can be direct, for instance, by providing pro-

tection from direct viral RNA degradation, or indirect,

for example, by altering the efficiency of translation by

specialized subsets of ribosomes, as proposed in the

translation inhibition models.

Concluding remarks

Overall, several studies indicate that ISG20 is an

important and broad antiviral effector during innate

immune responses. While the exonuclease activity of

ISG20 is deemed necessary for its antiviral activity

toward multiple viruses, the identity of the nucleic

acids targeted by ISG20 remains unclear, ranging

from viral RNA to deaminated single-stranded DNA

or to cellular RNA targets that may influence trans-

lation. Rarely mentioned, high levels of ISG20

expression lead to cell death [39,92] and it is at pre-

sent unknown whether regulatory mechanisms exist

that keep in check this deleterious effect. In addition

to highlighting the importance of carefully control-

ling ISG20 expression levels during viral replication

studies, these results indicate that the specificity of

ISG20 for its viral targets is not absolute. Indeed,

under certain circumstances the cell can also be sus-

ceptible to ISG20, stressing all the more the need to

identify the RNA features that govern susceptibility

to this factor.

Despite the fact that the underlying molecular mech-

anism leading to viral inhibition remains to be defined

precisely, ISG20 has shown potential for use as broad

antiviral inhibitor after vehiculation inside the cell as

fusion protein with antibodies (Fc fragment) or with

Tat cell-penetrating peptides [93,94]. In addition,

ISG20 expression has been also associated with glioma

and radioresistance in oral cancer cells and other types

of cancer [18,48,95]. As such, the molecular definition

of its mechanism of action in the cell could spur novel

developments in antiviral treatment and yield clues to

other cellular processes of broader interest. Future

studies will certainly shed new light on several key

aspects of the biology of ISG20.
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